
Costume, Gender, and Identity in the World of
007
When it comes to the world of James Bond, there are several iconic elements
that define the franchise - the suave spy, the thrilling action, and of course, the
glamorous costumes. Over the years, 007 has been portrayed by various actors,
each bringing their own unique style to the character. However, it is through the
costumes that Bond's gender and identity are often explored and reinforced,
making them an integral part of the franchise's visual language.

Breaking Gender Stereotypes

Traditionally, costumes have played a significant role in reinforcing gender
stereotypes. Male characters are expected to wear suits, conveying power and
authority, while female characters often wear revealing outfits, emphasizing their
sexuality. However, in the world of Bond, these gender norms are often
subverted.

The character of James Bond is known for his impeccably tailored suits, which
are a symbol of his sophistication and power. However, even within the world of
suits, there are subtle variations that reflect the changing times. In the earlier
films, Bond's suits were more traditional, with wider lapels and looser fits. As the
franchise evolved, the suits became more slim-fitting and modern, reflecting
contemporary fashion trends.
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Interestingly, when it comes to the Bond girls, their costumes often go against the
traditional expectations of revealing outfits. While they may still be dressed
elegantly and stylishly, their costumes are designed to highlight their intelligence,
strength, and agency. The characters are never reduced to mere eye candy, but
are instead portrayed as equals to Bond, capable of holding their own in
dangerous situations.

Exploring Identity through Disguises

One of the most fascinating aspects of the world of Bond is the use of disguises.
Bond often assumes different identities throughout his missions, and his
costumes play a crucial role in his ability to blend in and deceive his enemies.

Disguises not only help Bond in his espionage work but also serve as a reflection
of his ability to adapt and transform. From the classic tuxedos to elaborate
disguises, Bond's costumes allow him to seamlessly transition from a suave
gentleman to a skilled fighter, showcasing the complexity of his character.

Additionally, the use of disguises also allows Bond to challenge traditional gender
expectations. In some films, he adopts female disguises to infiltrate enemy
organizations, showcasing his versatility and breaking down gender barriers.
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Redefining Bond's Identity

In recent years, the Bond franchise has been exploring new possibilities when it
comes to gender and identity. The of a female 007 in the upcoming film, "No Time
to Die," has sparked discussions about the future of the iconic character.

With this new development, costume design becomes even more crucial in
redefining Bond's identity. It offers an opportunity to challenge established norms
and present a fresh take on the character's appearance. How will the female
007's costumes differ from those of her male predecessors? Will they embrace
traditional Bond aesthetics or carve out a new visual language of their own?

Regardless of the direction the franchise takes, one thing is certain - costume,
gender, and identity will always be intricately linked in the world of 007. As
audiences eagerly await each new installment, they not only anticipate thrilling
action and captivating stories but also the visual spectacle of the costumes that
help define the character of James Bond.

The world of 007 has proven to be an intriguing exploration of costume, gender,
and identity. Through the iconic suits of James Bond and the empowering
costumes of the Bond girls, the franchise challenges traditional gender norms.
The use of disguises further adds complexity to Bond's character, showcasing his
ability to adapt and transform. With the upcoming of a female 007, costume
design becomes even more significant in redefining Bond's identity. As the
franchise continues to evolve, one thing remains clear - costume will always be a
vital aspect in shaping the character of James Bond.
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Fashioning James Bond is the first book to study the costumes and fashions of
the James Bond movie franchise, from Sean Connery in 1962's Dr No to Daniel
Craig in Spectre (2015). Llewella Chapman draws on original archival research,
close analysis of the costumes and fashion brands featured in the Bond films,
interviews with families of tailors and shirt-makers who assisted in creating the
'look' of James Bond, and considers marketing strategies for the films and tie-in
merchandise that promoted the idea of an aspirational 'James Bond lifestyle'.

Addressing each Bond film in turn, Chapman questions why costumes are an
important tool for analysing and evaluating film, both in terms of the development
of gender and identity in the James Bond film franchise in relation to character,
and how it evokes the desire in audiences to become part of a specific lifestyle
construct through the wearing of fashions as seen on screen. She researches the
agency of the costume department, director, producer and actor in creating the
look and characterisation of James Bond, the villains, the Bond girls and the
henchmen who inhibit the world of 007. Alongside this, she analyses trends and
their impact on the Bond films, how the different costume designers have
individually and creatively approached costuming them, and how the costumes
were designed and developed from novel to script and screen. In doing so, this
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book contributes to the emerging critical literature surrounding the combined
areas of film, fashion, gender and James Bond.
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